Issue 7

From Encryption to Failure of Traditional
Investigation Instruments
The shift from industrial societies to information societies,(1) and the related dependence of the society as
well as the economy on the availability of Internet services have moved the attention of politics towards the
cybercrime topic.
While in other emerging areas of crime it is possible to use traditional crime prevention and investigation
strategies, the fight against cybercrime faces unique challenges that require a special attention from both
investigators and lawmakers. This article provides an overview of some of those challenges.

1. Availability of tools and instructions to commit Cybercrime
In the early days of computer crimes, committing an offence required a significant amount of technical
understanding. Nowadays however, offenders can commit cybercrimes by using software devices that do not
require in-depth technical knowledge, such as software tools (2) designed to locate open ports or break
password protection.(3) Due to mirroring techniques and peer-to-peer exchange, it is difficult to limit the
widespread availability of such devices (4) that can potentially turn any computer user into a cybercriminal.
Furthermore, offenders can use the Internet to find instructions on how to commit crime, both online and
offline. For example, the term “Googlehacking” (or “Googledorks”) describes the use of complex search engine
queries to filter many search results for information on computer security issues.(5) Several reports
emphasised the risk of the use of search engines for illegal purposes.(6) An offender planning an attack can
find detailed information on the Internet explaining how to build a bomb by using only chemicals that are
available in regular supermarkets.(7)
2. Resources
Offenders can use sophisticated methods to increase their resources. An example of this is represented by
botnet attacks such as those used in 2007 against computer systems in Estonia.(8) An analysis of the attacks
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suggests that they were committed by thousands of computers within a “botnet,”(9) a group of compromised
computers running programs under external control. Over recent years, botnets have become a serious risk
for cybersecurity.(11) The size of a botnet can vary, from a few computers to more than a million
computers.(12)
3. Difficulties in tracing offenders
Although users leave multiple traces while using Internet services, offenders can hinder investigations, and in
particular their identification, by resorting to special services. For example, if they use public Internet
terminals that do not require identification, investigations will often falter. Offenders can also make use of
open wireless networks to hide their identity. While difficulties in identifying Internet users have the potential
to support democratic processes, they also go along with fears of abuse perpetrated by offenders.
4. Failure of traditional investigation instruments
An effective fight against terrorist use of the Internet requires Internet-specific tools that enable competent
authorities to carry out investigations.(13) In a growing number of Internet-related cases, traditional
investigation instruments are not sufficient to indentify an offender. One example is the interception of Voiceover-IP (VoIP) communication.(14) In the last decades, States have developed investigation instruments (such
as wiretapping) that enable them to intercept landline as well a mobile phone communication.(15) The
interception of traditional phone calls is usually carried out through telecom providers.(16) Applying the same
principle to VoIP, law enforcement agencies would operate through ISPs and service providers supplying VoIP
services. However, if the service is based on peer-to-peer technology, service providers may generally be
unable to intercept communications, as the relevant data are transferred directly between the
communicating partners.(17) Therefore, new techniques, as well as the related legal instruments, might be
needed.
5. Missing control instruments
The Internet was originally designed as a military network(18) based on a decentralised network architecture
that sought to preserve the main functionality intact and in power, even when individual components of the
network were attacked. Carrying out investigations in this environment goes along with challenges, as the
designer of the network did not include control instruments.(19)
Recent trends to implement technology blocking access to websites(20) are an approach to compensate the
absence of control instruments. Norway,(21) Sweden,(22) Switzerland,(23) the United Kingdom,(24) Italy,(25)
China,(26) Iran(27) and Thailand(28) are among those countries that require or encourage blocking access to
illegal contents stored outside the country. While this in general seems like an example of the possibility of
introducing control instruments, the ability of users to circumvent filter technology(29) using encrypted
anonymous communication services shows the limitation of such approach.
6. Transnational nature of the offence
The Internet is a good example of globalisation, with services generally available to all Internet users. As a
consequence, many data transfer processes affect more than one country.(30) If offenders and targets are
located in different countries, cybercrime investigations require the cooperation of law enforcement agencies
in all the countries affected,(31) as national sovereignty does not permit investigations within different States
territories without the permission of local authorities.(32) The related formal requirements and time needed
to collaborate with foreign law enforcement agencies often hinder investigations,(33) which often occur in
very short timeframes. Offenders may deliberately include third countries in their attacks to make
investigation more difficult.(34)
7. Independence of location and presence at the crime site
One constituting fact common to all types of cybercrimes is the fact that offenders do not need to be present
at the same location as the victim. Offenders can therefore act from locations where there is either no
effective legislation in place or it is not enforced.(35) Preventing such “safe havens” has therefore become a
key intention of international approaches in the fight against cybercrime.(36)
8. Encryption technology
Another challenge is the use of encryption technology by offenders.(37) Encryption is a classic example of a
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neutral technology, since as it is not only used to hinder investigations but also to prevent unauthorised
access to information. It is therefore considered a key technical solution for ensuring cybersecurity.(38) The
latest operating systems offer the possibility to encrypt computer data with the click of a mouse, making it
difficult for law enforcement agencies to break the encryption and access the data.(39) It is uncertain to what
extent offenders already use encryption technology to mask their activities, but it has been reported, for
instance, that terrorists are already using encryption technology.(40)
* Dr. Marco Gercke is the Director of the Cybercrime Research Institute.
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